




Events

What happened?

React

Patterns and trends

What’s been happening?

Anticipate

Systemic Structures

What are the forces at play contributing to these patterns?

Design

Mental Models

What about our thinking allows this situation to persist? Transform
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Quality of 
Relationships

Quality of 
Collective 
Thinking

Quality of 
Action

Quality of 
Results
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We do our best thinking when we…
• Are with people who challenge us

• Feel safe enough to think, to share – or not

• Do the pre-work of building relationships

• Are with people who think differently than us 

• Contribute an idea and others help develop it

• There is no “right” answer

• Our approach is positive

• Space for reflection 

• Visuals of ideas

• Music that moves us



REASN: Five Agreements
1. Listening is central to our work together 

• Listen with your heart – don’t try to anticipate; practice two-way learning 
and sharing

2. It’s ok to not agree
• Assume good intentions and have respect for differences;                         

expect and embrace conflict

3. Create a brave space 
• Be vulnerable, ask questions, welcome genuine honesty, practice humility, 

let people speak their mind. What’s said here stays here, what’s learned 
here leaves here. 

4. Step up and step back 
• Bring your work to the table – and be ok with silence

5. Embrace ambiguity and uncertainty  
• Doing cutting-edge thinking requires us to suspend our desire for quick and 

easy answers



Individualism & 
Independence

Us vs. Them

Either/Or
Disagreement = 
Disengagement

Mental 
Models 



What stands 
out to you?



Where does this mental model 
show up in how we think about 

housing and homelessness?



How can we 
disrupt or shift these 

mental models?



A closing 
thought or idea 
you are taking 
with you?



Welcome!

Emotionally 
Intelligent 
Racial Equity 
Leadership







This listening model is a method for personal revolution, 
social justice, and organizational changes. It is a practice 
where we have the very experience that we are wanting 

others to have—being listened to—and have the experience 
of listening modeled for us.



Constructivist Listening

 Focus on the speaker. 

 As the speaker, I experience constant, confidential, 
non-judgmental attention. I make meaning for myself, 
trusting my mind to learn from my experiences. 

 Together as peer listeners, we give space for healing.

 This model deepens trust because the speaker can take risks 
to be authentic, to share fears, judgments, and vulnerabilities 
with other human beings. 

 The speaker is encouraged to examine their perceptions—
without having a listener “collude” with them. 

 It makes you a better listener!



Paired Listening

Listener
• Beam approval and delight
• Don’t interrupt, just listen
• No advice 

Talker
• Trust your mind
• Welcome emotion
• Notice your listener

• Split time evenly
• Confidentiality
• No Referring 

• “Palette Cleanser”



What 
would be 
possible if 
we could 
tell that 
we are all 
connected? 



What was it like to 
listen?

What was it like to be 
listened to?



Paired Listening

Listener
• Beam approval and delight
• Don’t interrupt, just listen
• No advice 

Talker
• Trust your mind
• Welcome emotion
• Notice your listener

• Split time evenly
• Confidentiality
• No Referring 

• “Palette Cleanser”



What would 
the world 
be like in the 
absence of 
racism and 
genocide? 



How might 
you use 
this tool 
in your life 
and in 
your work?




